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Milan and the Development and Dissemination
of Il ballo nobile: Lombardy as the Terpsichorean
Treasury for Early Modern European Courts
Katherine Tucker McGinnis
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

E MOSCHE D’ITALIA IN UNA POPPA, Volando in Francia, per veder i
ragni….” 1 In these lines, titled “Di Pompeo Diabone,” the
Milanese artist and poet Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo celebrated the
Italian dancing masters who, lured like flies to the web of the spider,
served in the courts of France.2 In the sixteenth century there were many
Italians in France, including a large number of influential and prosperous
dancing masters.3 In spite of obvious connections with Florence via
Catherine de’ Medici, the majority came from Lombardy, an area long
considered the center of il ballo nobile, the formalized social dance that
emphasized courtesy, courtliness, memory, and expertise. The preeminence of Lombard dancing masters and the reputation of Milan as a lead-

L

1I would like to thank the members of the University of North Carolina Renaissance
Workshop for their helpful comments and suggestions. I am especially grateful to Professors
Melissa M. Bullard, James Haar, and John M. Headley, and to Barbara Sparti and Janet Sorrentino for their careful reading of drafts of this paper. The opinions and interpretations, and
the errors, are my own.
2Gio. Paolo Lomazzo, RIME/ DI GIO. PAOLO LOMAZZI/ MILANESE PITTORE,/ diuise/
In sette Libri./ Nelle quali ad imitatione de i Grotteschi vsati da’pittori, ha canato / le lodi di
Dio, & de le cose sacre, di Prencipi, di Signori,/ & huomini letterati, di pittori, scoltori, &
architetti,/ ET POI/Studiosamente senza alcun certo ordine, e legge accoppiato insieme/ vari &
diuersi concetti tolti da Filosofi, Historici, Poeti,/ & da altri Scrittori./ D OVE SI VIENE A
DIMOSTRARE/ la diuersita de gli studi, inclinationi, costumi, & capricci de/ gli huomini di
qualunque stato, & professione;/ Et però intitolate Grotteschi, non solo diletteuoli per la varietà
de le/ inuentioni, mà vtili ancora per la moralità che vi si contiene./ CON LA VITA DEL AVTTORE/ descritta da lui stesso in rime sciolte./ IN MILANO,/ Per Paolo Gottardo Pontio, l’anno
1587./ Con licenza de Superiori. See, esp., “Di Pompeo Diabone” in “Libro terzo dei grottesche, 167. Lomazzo was a Milanese painter (1538–1600) who, after becoming blind at the
age of thirty-three, wrote these poems in addition to two books on painting, Trattato
dell’arte de la pittura, scoltura, et architettura (1584) and Idea del tempio della pittura
(1590).
3For a recent discussion of Italians in France in this period, see Jean-Françoise Dubost,
La France italienne, xvie–viie siècle ([Paris]: Aubier, 1997). This work is complemented by
Emile Picot’s Italiens en France au seizième siècle (1918; reprint fac., Rome: Vecchiarelli,
1995) which, as its recent republication indicates, remains an important part of the canon in
this field. See also note 34.
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ing center of dancing provided a type of cultural wealth4 valued by
contemporaries not only in Italy and France, but throughout the courts of
Europe.
In this paper, I first contend that dancing was an essential skill for
courtiers and that dancing masters were highly regarded servants of the
court. I then assert that northern Italian masters were in the van of the
evolving ballo nobile. My argument rests in large part on the treatises written by the dancers themselves in both fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
supplemented by a variety of contemporary sources—poems, letters, and
autobiographical writings. That dancing masters from Milan migrated to
and were well received and rewarded in Paris, Madrid, Prague, and
Cologne is important evidence of the influence of il ballare lombardo and
the professionals who taught and performed in that style.5
IMPORTANCE OF DANCING IN THE
FIFTEENTH AND SIXTEENTH CENTURIES
It is perhaps difficult in the late twentieth century to imagine the significance of dancing in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. As a juncture of
recreation, amusement, and exercise, dancing provided the courtier with
an opportunity for self-aggrandizement or display of essential social and
personal skills and virtues. The Florentine historian Francesco Guicciardini, writing in his Ricordi of the advantages of facility in social dancing,
noted that he had “seen from experience” that skill in dancing added “dignity and reputation even to men of good rank” to the extent that “whoever lacks [such skills] lacks something important” that “opens the way to
the favor of princes, and sometimes becomes the beginning or the reason
for great profit and high honors.”6
4This term is adapted from Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of cultural capital. See Bourdieu,
Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste, trans. Richard Nice (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1984), esp. 53–54, 70.
5The term “il ballare lombardo” is used by F. Alberto Gallo in his “Il ballare lombardo,
circa 1435–1475,” Studi musicali 8 (1979): 61–84. It was adopted by Alessandro Pontremoli and Patrizia La Rocca in their excellent study of fifteenth-century dancing, Il ballare
lombardo: Teoria e prassi coreutica nella festa di corte dal xv secolo (Milan: Vita e Pensiero,
1987), but its use is questioned by Barbara Sparti, Guglielmo Ebreo of Pesaro: De Pratica seu
arte tripudii: On the Practice or Art of Dancing, trans. and ed. Barbara Sparti (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993). See note 22 below. Pontremoli and La Rocca write, “Il ballare lombardo: può indurre al sorriso un confronto tra intenzioni di tale impegno e una ricognizione
che si applica con rigorosa acribia a un frammento apparentemente poco significativo della
nostra vita storica,” and declare their intention “di correlare ai moti della vita storica propri
di una grande civiltà come quella lombarda, gesti, movimenti, segni a forte dominante simbolica e rituale, come quelli che si lasciano riconoscere nella trattatistica rivisitata,” 5.
6Maxim 179 in Francesco Guicciardini, Maxims and Reflections of a Renaissance Statesman (Ricordi), trans. Mario Domandi, intro. Nicolai Rubenstein (New York: Harper and
Row, 1965), 86. This maxim is in “Collection C” (1530) and not in the earlier collections.
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As courts changed in personnel and function, for those who wielded
power or wished to do so, and those who associated with them, social
accomplishments became as essential as political and military skills. The
warrior-knight transformed into the courtier whose job became increasingly that of court ornament. Cultural knowledge and accomplishments
helped to define his place in the hierarchic order and accentuated the
social chasm that separated the elite from “ordinary people.” Dancing
trained the body in valued qualities of “gravity, elegance, grace, grandeur
and majesty.”7 A disciplined posture and gesture expressed control, confidence, and stability. Bodily courtesies paralleled verbal ones.8 Some of the
conventions of courtesy had already emerged in the fifteenth century, but
the sixteenth saw them become considerably more intricate.9
Dance rose to a position of special importance among the activities in
which a courtier was expected to participate with competence and grace.
Festivities, such as those that celebrated weddings or the arrival of important visitors, invariably included dances. Dance was also part of everyday
life in the courts, even a spontaneous entertainment among peers. A literary, although instructive, example occurs at the end of the first book of
The Courtier: to close the evening’s discussion, the duchess Elisabetta asks
two ladies to dance. The musician-dancing master Barletta then begins to
play and the ladies perform two dances. The ladies undoubtedly practiced
regularly with the court dancing master, but this particular performance
does not seem to have been scheduled in advance.10
Stephen Greenblatt’s concept of self-fashioning can be applied to
courts as well as to individual courtiers.11 If it was essential to present oneself as refined and accomplished in all the social graces, as one who could
fit into a court and adorn it, it was also desirable for the prince to present
his entire court, a perfectly fashioned setting for himself and an expression
of his taste and wealth. While for the courtier balls provided an opportu7Peter Burke, The Italian Renaissance: Culture and Society in Italy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987), 212.
8Mark Franko offers an interesting perspective on the Renaissance understanding of the
dancing body. See his The Dancing Body in Renaissance Choreography (ca.1416–1589) (Birmingham, Ala.: Summa, 1986) and “Renaissance Conduct Literature and the Basse Danse:
The Kinesis of Bonne Grace,” in Persons in Groups: Social Behavior as Identity Formation in
Medieval and Renaissance Europe: Papers of the 16th Annual Conference of the Center for
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, ed. Richard C. Trexler (Binghamton, N.Y.: Medieval and
Renaissance Texts and Studies, 1985), 55–66.
9Norbert Elias, The History of Manners, vol. 1, The Civilizing Process (New York: Pantheon, 1939/1982), and The Court Society, trans. Edmund Jephcott (New York: Pantheon,
1983). The popularity of Baldesar Castiglione’s The Book of the Courtier, trans. Charles S.
Singleton (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1959) and of a plethora of courtesy books
underscores the changes in manners and social expectations at this time.
10Castiglione, Book of the Courtier, 86.
11Stephen J. Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980).
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nity to demonstrate social graces, such events, and particularly the elaborately constructed mascarades and intermedii, afforded the prince a venue
to promote his fame and power and to exhibit the bountiful knowledge
and sophistication to be found in his court as well as his material resources
in costumes, sets, machinery. Expensively dressed courtiers, moving in
ordered choreographies, gave, in festive microcosm, a glimpse of the
prince’s rule over order and plenty.
A courtier needed instruction to fill his role at court, and dancing
masters met this need. A prince needed dances of imagination, grace,
refinement: a varied yet ordered geometry, and dancing masters met this
need also. An ideal dancing master could instruct in the usual forms of
social dance, compose new dances for celebratory occasions and rehearse
the participants, tutor children in social graces such as bows, and even
teach fencing and horsemanship. He could either perform himself in the
more virtuosic, perhaps exotic or eccentric, dances beyond the capacity or
dignity of the courtier, such as moresche or mattachini, or even the more
difficult gagliarda variations, or he could present his students in sword
dances and athletic displays, even the “salti mortali.”12 In the fifteenth
century a semiprofessional category of dancing masters evolved with practitioners from varied social backgrounds who attended to diverse duties.
By contrast, sixteenth-century dancing masters appear to have been fully
professionalized and to have gained access to courts and preferment by
their talents as performers and teachers, and, perhaps, their personalities
and appearance.13
FIFTEENTH CENTURY
Now let me argue for the leadership of Milan and my claim that it was a
repository of terpsichorean riches. Regional dance practices were influenced by fifteenth-century links with Burgundy and the presence of a host
12These death-defying acrobatic feats were described by Arcangelo Tuccaro, master of
ceremonies and choreographer for the French king and hofspringmeister for Maximillian II,
in his TROIS/ DIALOGVES DE/ L’EXERCICE DE SAVTER, ET/ VOLTIGER EN L’AIR./ Avec les
figures qui servent à la parfaicte demonstration/ & intelligence dudict Art/ Par le Sr.
ARCHANGE TVCCARO, de l’Abruzzo,/ au Royaume de Naples/. DEDIE AV ROY./ A PARIS,/
Chez CLAVDE DE MONSTR’OEIL, tenant sa bou/tique en la Cour du Palais, au Nom de Iesus./
M.D.LXXXXIX.
13According to F. Alberto Gallo, during the second half of the fifteenth century, a split
developed in the ways dancing was included at banquets and feste. Courtiers continued to
participate at private gatherings in dances that were accompanied by monodic instrumental
music; dancing masters also choreographed dances—balli, balletti, and moresche—to be done
to French and Italian canzoni as spettacoli. Differing repertories developed and the opportunities for professional dancers increased. Gallo, “La danza negli spettacoli conviviali del
secondo Quattrocento” in Spettacoli conviviali dall’antichità classica alle corte Italiane del
Quattrocento: Atti del VII Convegno di Studi (Viterbo: Centro del Studi sul Teatro Mediovale e Rinascimentale, 1983), 262.
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of northern musicians. Lombard dancing may have incorporated Spanish
influences, perhaps introduced by Jewish dancing masters as well as
through ties with Naples.14 The result was a highly developed style of
dancing that found a ready welcome in the Sforza court. The dancing masters of this area represented a cultural treasure for the region, known and
respected beyond Lombardy.15
An idea of the reputation of the area can be gained from the response
of the Florentines to the dancing of Galeazzo Maria Sforza on the occasion of his 1459 visit. They praised the fifteen-year-old who “danced without error,” and “made worthy reverences and lovely bows,” an indication
of the recognized connection between physical deportment and dancing,
and the ability to express in bodily gesture an understanding and respect
for nuances of courtly hierarchy.16 Six years later, in 1465, Lorenzo de’
Medici, then fifteen, was sent to Milan, following the plan his grandfather
had recommended when he was but five, to “domesticate himself with the
duke [of Milan] and with his illustrious sons.”17 The domestication that
Cosimo had in mind must have included instruction in il ballare lombardo, such as the Florentines had observed in the performance of young
Galeazzo Maria.
Some contrast of Florentine and Milanese dances is implied by Galeazzo Maria who asserted that the women in Cosimo’s family danced “in
the Florentine manner, skipping and shifting in refined fashion.”18 He
appears to describe dances much closer to caroles and farandoles, the medi14For a discussion of whether there may have been a disproportionate number of
Jewish dancing masters, see Sparti, “Introduction” to De Pratica, 33–35. See also, Sparti,
“Questions Concerning the Life and Works of Guglielmo Ebreo,” in Guglielmo Ebreo da
Pesaro e la danza nelle corti italiane del XV secolo: Atti de Convegno Internazionale di Studi,
Pesaro 16/18 July 1987, ed. Maurizio Padovan (Pisa: Pacini, 1990), 46.
15According to Eugenia Casini-Ropa, a welcoming banquet for Isabella d’Aragona in
Tortona in 1489, served as both “model and stimulus” for the theatricalization of celebrations throughout Europe, “Il banchetto di Bergonzio Botta per le nozze di Isabella d’Aragona e Gian Galeazzo Sforza nel 1489: Quando la storiografia si sostituisce alla storia,” in
Spettacoli conviviali dall’antichità classica alle corte Italiane del Quattrocento: Atti del VII
Convegno di Studi (Viterbo: Centro di Studi sul Teatro Mediovale e Rinascimentale, 1983),
291–306, esp. 292.
16Richard Trexler, Public Life in Renaissance Florence, Studies in Social Discontinuity,
ed. Charles Tilly and Edward Shorter (New York: Academic Press, 1980), 238. Sparti gives
a detailed description of these events in De Pratica, 48–50.
17Trexler, Public Life, 429. Trexler cites A. Rochon, La jeunesse de Laurent de Medici
(1449–1478) (Paris: Société d’Édition “Les Belles Lettres,” 1963), 103 n. 46, who writes,
“Un an plus tôt, Cosme songeait déjà à envoyer Laurent à Milan ‘a ciò si adomestichi col
Duca e co’ suoi incliti figliuoli,’” quoting a letter from Nicodemo Tranchedini to Francesco
Sforza of 7 May 1464 and citing Rachele Magnani, Delle relazioni private fra la corte Sforzesca e casa Medici (Milan: Tip. S. Giuseppe, 1910), 28.
18Trexler, Public Life, 426. Trexler cites B. Buser, Die Beziehungen der Mediceer zu
Frankreich während der Jahre 1434–1494, in ihrem Zusammenhang mit den Allgemeinen Verhältnissen Italiens (Leipzig, 1879), 347 seq. “Oldito questo tovay apparechiata una festagliola
de done per certo bella, dove erano la moglie di Piero, quella di Giohanne, una figliolla grande
di Piero di Cosimo, la moglie di Piero-francesco, una giovane di Strozi, quale se non e la piu
XXX
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eval line and circle group dances. Fifteenth-century Lombardic dancing,
made up of basse danze and balli, emphasized refined and controlled
movement that contrasted with the more repetitious, probably more rambunctious dances of the “vile and rude mechanicals.”19 Dancing masters
strove to help the elite distance themselves from such disorderly activity
and to make evident their social elevation through more complicated performance. One could infer that the “refined” fashion of the Medici had
removed the disorderly aspects of medieval dances, but that the Lombard
style was already more varied and nuanced.
The dancing that Galeazzo Maria had learned in Milan, il ballare lombardo, was apparently codified by Domenico da Piacenza and his disciples
or associates, Antonio Cornazano and Guglielmo Ebreo.20 Domenico’s
19

bella di questa cita, almancho e avanzata da puoche et cosi alcune villane et quivi si ballo per
tute queste ala fiorentina con salti et scambieti a la polita…” (Paris, Bibl. Nat. fonds italien
1588, April 1459, Galeazzo Maria to his father, Duke Francesco Sforza, from Florence).
19The phrase is taken from the manual of Guglielmo Ebreo, one of three fifteenth-century treatise authors. “Ma aliena in tutto & mortal inimicha di vitiosi e mechanici plebei: i
quali le piu volte con animo corroto & colla scelerata mente la fano di arte liberale & virtuosa
scienza: adultera & servile: et molte volte anchora alle lor inhoneste concupiscense sotto
specie di honestate la inducono mezana per poter cautamente al effetto d’alchuna sua
voluptate danzando pervenire,” Sparti, De Pratica, 90–91. Guglielmo here contrasts the
dance style in which he instructs with that of members of lower social classes, not with the
Florentines. Patricia Parker offers an insightful examination of the Renaissance attitude to
uncourtly members of society: Parker, “Rude mechanicals,” in Subject and Object in Renaissance Culture, ed. Margreta de Grazia, Maureen Quilligan, and Peter Stallybrass, Cambridge
Studies in Renaissance Literature and Culture, ed. Stephen Orgel (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1996).
20Domenico, who probably lived from about 1420 to 1475, was a member of the noble
class, referred to as “spettabili,” a knight of the Order of the Golden Spur, and married to a
member of a Ferrarese diplomatic family, the Trotti. Cornazano was a court humanist from
a family of minor nobility. A dancing treatise constituted but a small part of works that
included poetry, plays, biography, and writings on religious and military topics. According to
Barbara Sparti, Cornazano should not be classified as a dancing master; while he undoubtedly participated in dancing at the Sforza court and elsewhere, his treatise, Libro dell’arte del
danzare, simply records the instruction of his master, Domenico da Piacenza, and he was not
himself a dance instructor (personal electronic correspondence with Ms. Sparti, 29 April
1998). Only Guglielmo, of the three, was primarily a dancing master. His father was Moise,
also a dancing master, but Guglielmo claimed Domenico as his master. His ties with Milan
and presence in that city were primarily the result of the patronage of the lord of Pesaro,
Alessandro Sforza, and his son Costanzo. He ended his career in Urbino, where, with his son
Pier Paolo, he served the duke. Guglielmo appended an “autobiography” to the Paris 1476
redaction of his treatise: F. Alberto Gallo, “L’autobiografia artistica di Giovanni Ambrosio
(Guglielmo Ebero) da Pesaro,” Studi musicali 12, no. 2 (1983): 189–202. The most reliable
introduction to the fifteenth-century dancing masters is Barbara Sparti’s “Introduction,” De
Pratica, 3–72. Another excellent source for fifteenth-century Milanese dance and the dancing masters associated with it is Alessandro Pontremoli and Patrizia La Rocca, Il ballare lombardo. A further study of fifteenth century dance is A. William Smith, Fifteenth-Century
Dance and Music: Twelve Transcribed Italian Treatises and Collections in the Tradition of
Domenico da Piacenza, vol. I: Treatises and Music, trans. A. William Smith, Dance and Music
Series, vol. 4, ed. Wendy Hilton (Stuyvesant, N.Y.: Pendragon Press, 1995).
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treatise, De la arte di ballare et danzare, is considered by Italian dance and
theater historian Alessandro Pontremoli the fonte for il ballo nobile of
Lombardy in the fifteenth and subsequent centuries. 21 Although
Domenico’s ties were primarily with Ferrara and he is also known as
Domenico da Ferrara, he, along with his disciples, participated in festivities at the Sforza court of Milan. The Sforzas were notable practitioners of
Domenico’s style, and, while he himself may have served relatively briefly
in Milan, it is not surprising that Domenico’s teachings should be known
as il ballare lombardo. The constant and close ties between Sforzas of both
Milan and Pesaro and the Este of Ferrara, the Gonzaga of Mantua, and the
Montefeltro of Urbino encouraged the circulation through these courts of
all three men. 22 Furthermore, the sources that refer to Domenico,
Guglielmo, and Cornazano link these towns in northern Italy with Naples,
Florence, Rome, Bologna, and a multitude of smaller courts, and demonstrate a broad geographic distribution of il ballare lombardo.
Milanese ties with Naples were much stronger than to Florence and
northern dancing styles were spread through the usual diplomatic strategy
of marriage. When Ippolita Sforza arrived in Naples as the bride of Alfonso
d’Aragona in 1465, her skills clearly impressed the Neapolitan court.
According to a letter from Guglielmo Ebreo to Ippolita’s mother Bianca
Maria Sforza, Ippolita’s new father-in-law King Ferrante sent to
Guglielmo’s patron Alessandro Sforza, asking for the dancing master to
21Pontremoli and La Rocca, Il ballare lombardo, 22. Domenico’s De arte saltandi et
choreas ducendi/De la arte di ballare et danzare exists in only one manuscript: Paris, BN, f.
ital. 972 (Pd). A modern edition was published by Dante Bianchi, “Un trattato inedito di
Domenico da Piacenza,” La Bibliofilia 65 (1963): 109–49. A more recent transcription by
D. R. Wilson, Domenico of Piacenza (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, MS ital. 972) (Cambridge, England: The Early Dance Circle, 1988), is considered more accurate, according to
Barbara Sparti, “Rôti Bouilli: Take Two ‘El Gioioso Fiorito,’” Studi musicali 24, no. 2
(1995): 231–32, n. 5. A modern, translated edition of the extant copy of Cornazano’s manuscript is available: Antonio Cornazano: The Book on the Art of Dancing, ed. and trans.
Madeleine Inglehearn and Peggy Forsyth (London: Dance Books, 1981). Guglielmo’s treatise was redacted more frequently than any other of the fifteenth-century dancing manuals.
Eight copies and several fragments have been located. The most recent transcription (and
only English translation) is that of Sparti. The manuscripts of the three dancing masters are
discussed in W. Thomas Marrocco, “Inventory of Fifteenth-Century Bassedanze, Balli &
Balletti,” CORD, Dance Research Journal 13 (1981); as well as Sparti, “Introduction,” De
Pratica, 3–23; Pontremoli and La Rocca, Il ballare lombardo, 21 seq.; and Smith, FifteenthCentury Dance and Music, 117, 187–88.
22The close relations among these courts is recognized by Siro Ferrone who notes that
in the evolution of professional actors during the period prior to the treaty of CateauCambrésis, Italy was divided into what he terms “politico-cultural areas” with distinct linguistic identities, one of which, the “area padana,” included Mantua, Ferrara, and Milan.
Ferrone, “Attori, professionisti e dilettanti,” in Il teatro del cinquecento: I luoghi, i testi e gli
attori, ed. Siro Ferrone (Florence: Sansoni, 1982), 64. The tendency to think of Lombardy
as a geographic area, centered on Milan, and including more area to the north and northeast
than to the southeast, may derive from the period of Spanish hegemony and from the
regional administrative divisions of modern Italy.
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come to Naples to teach his daughters Beatrice and Leonora il ballare lombardo.23 Through Beatrice, who married King Mattias Corvinus, this style
of dancing traveled to Hungary. Through her marriage to Ercole d’Este,
Leonora maintained this style of dancing at the court of Ferrara. Both of
Leonora’s daughters, Beatrice and Isabella, were noted dancers.24 When
Leonora’s son Alfonso wed Lucrezia Borgia, widely reputed to be a skillful
and enthusiastic dancer, his sister Isabella begged her other brother, Cardinal Ippolito, for the services of his musician and dancing master Ricciardetto in order that her dancing might not pale before Lucrezia’s.25
Correspondence between Bona Sforza of Milan and the rulers of
Mantua, Federico and Barbara Gonzaga, alludes to the value attributed to
dancing masters and the leading role of Milan. The letters record requests
for the services of Lorenzo Lavagnolo, Barbara’s ballarino, whom she
described as “maestro sopra ogni altro…in questo mestiero del danzare.”26
Lavagnolo served the Gonzaga, but transferred to Milan, and the service
of Bona of Savoy in 1479, returning briefly for a Gonzaga wedding in
1480. However, after five years in Milan, he shifted to Ferrara, where,
although he traveled to other cities for special events—to Bologna for the
Annibale Bentivoglio/Lucrezia d’Este wedding in 1487 and to Milan in
1491 for the Ercole d’Este/Angela Sforza wedding—he apparently completed his career.
The treatises ascribed to Domenico, Guglielmo, and Cornazano share
a common technical style and repertory of named dances, most of which
were composed by Domenico.27 Of the known choreographers of the fif23 Guglielmo’s letter is transcribed in full in the appendix. It was written after
Guglielmo had converted and changed his name to Giovanni Ambrogio. The interpretation
of the letter is contested, as is the appropriateness of the term “il ballare lombardo.” See note
5 above. See also Sparti, De Pratica, 31, as well as personal electronic correspondence with
Ms. Sparti (3 July 1998 and 8 July 1998) in which she suggests that Guglielmo referred to
this style of dancing as “il ballare lombardo” to please Bianca Maria Sforza, the Milanese
duchess believed to be his godmother, to whom he was writing.
24Beatrice became the wife of Lodovico Sforza il Moro, and duchess of Milan and Isabella, wife of Francesco II Gonzaga and marchesa of Urbino. Isabella, as a child of seven,
danced with Guglielmo. Leonora’s concern with proper court festivities led her to try to
emulate the wealthier and, from the duchess’s perspective, more socially correct Sforza court.
Present in Milan for Beatrice’s wedding, Leonora noted the formal protocols imposed by this
carefully self-fashioning court and wrote to her husband, impressing upon him the importance of ceremonial rigor and urging that he obtain a master of ceremonies for the impending wedding of their son Alfonso to Anna Sforza: Richard Brown, “The reception of Anna
Sforza in Ferrara, February 1491,” Renaissance Studies 2, no. 2 (1988): 231–39.
25Maria Bellonci, Lucrezia Borgia: La sua vita e i suoi tempi (Milan: Montadori, 1939),
229–30.
26Pontremoli and La Rocca, Il ballare lombardo, 64–67; Motta, “Musici alla corte,”
63–64; and Giuseppe Magaletta, Teatro musica e danza a Urbino nel Rinascimento (Urbino:
Editrice Montrefeltro, 1992), 149–50.
27Guglielmo also composed many of the dances. His treatises include compositions by
other dancing masters: his brother Giuseppe Ebreo, Phyllipo, Giulio da Bologna, Marjotto
da Perugia, and Lorenzo de’ Medici. One of the dances performed for Galeazzo Maria in
XXX
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teenth century, all but Lavagnolo were apparently teaching the repertory
attributed to Domenico and it is probable that Lavagnolo’s instruction
was not dissimilar since his services were sought by virtually the same
courts as were those of Domenico and Guglielmo—Milan, Mantua, Ferrara, Urbino, and Bologna. Even in the middle of the sixteenth century,
the memory of Domenico’s dances led the poet Trissino to compare them
with the paintings of Leonardo and the poetry of Homer, Dante, and
Petrarch, as a standard against which dancing could be judged.28
SIXTEENTH CENTURY
In the sixteenth century, the loss of Milanese independence to France and
then Spain brought increased ties to the courts of those countries. The
placement of Milan as gateway to Italy made it a cultural as well as military
nexus for the Habsburg world. It was relatively common practice for the
Spanish governors to entertain important visitors with performances that
included dancing. Cesare Negri, the Milanese dancing master whose Le
Gratie d’amore documents late-sixteenth-century ballo nobile, provides
the modern scholar with two valuable resources that shed light on the
influential role of Milanese dance and dancing masters.29 First, he lists
almost fifty dancing masters active in his lifetime, of whom over a dozen
served outside Italy. Negri also provides a professional resume of events at
which he or his students performed, often at the request of his patrons,
Spanish governors of Milan. The honored guests at these events included
Henry III of France, Don Juan of Austria, Rudolf and Ernest, the sons of
the emperor Maximilian, Margherita of Austria, the queen of Spain, her
mother the archduchess Maria and her brother Albert, and the Spanish
infanta Isabella. In the cases of Don Juan, Rudolf, and Ernest, Negri gave
28

Florence—the bassa danza “Lauro,” subsequently included in Guglielmo’s manual—may
have been composed by a very young Lorenzo de’ Medici (Sparti, De Pratica, 48–50). A
poem describing the visit of Galeazzo Maria to Florence does not name any of the dancing
masters but it does mention dances composed by Domenico, “Leoncello,” and “Belriguardo.” The presence of these dances, reportedly performed in Florence, in the manuals of
all three dancing masters suggests that the Florentine dance was perhaps less different from
the Lombardic than Galeazzo Maria’s remarks imply. These dances can be found as follows:
Domenico, Wilson, Domenico of Piacenza, 18–22; Cornazano, Inglehearn, Antonio Cornazano, 27–29; and Guglielmo, Sparti, De Pratica, 164–65.
28In Trissino’s discussion of the virtuous or vicious actions and customs of men, which
the artist can imitate, he places “gioioso,” “lioncelli,” and “rosine,” all dances in Domenico
and Guglielmo’s treatises, as examples of imitating the best. “Verbigrazia nel ballare, alcuni,
ballando gioiosi e lioncelli e rosine e simili, imitano i migliori; altri, ballando padoane e spingarò, imitano i peggiori,” in Gian Giorgio Trissino’s “La Poetica,” book 5, Trattati di poetica e retorica del cinquecento, ed. Bernard Weinberg (Bari: G. Laterza, 1970), 1:12.
29Cesare Negri, Le gratie d’amore (Milan: Per l’her. del quon. Pacifico Pontio, & Gio.
Battista Piccaglia, 1602; facsimile, New York: Broude, 1969).
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instruction as well as entertainment. He probably taught them mutanze or
variations of the popular gagliarda, a dance in which men, especially lively
military men, liked to display complex and athletic leaps, turns, and kicks,
as well as a well-turned calf.30 For a gentleman traveling through Milan, a
“master class” with Negri would be an extraordinary opportunity not
available elsewhere.
At least one of Negri’s students was sent to Spain. The duke of Terranova, then governor of Milan, sent Giulio Cesare Lampugnano to the
court of Philip II where he taught dancing and vaulting on horseback.31
From Negri we also learn that Francesco Legnano danced for both
Charles V and for Philip II,32 and that Virgilio Bracesco, a Milanese then
serving in France, traveled to Spain with Elizabeth Valois and also performed before Philip. It is probable that these three represent only a small
part of the Italian contingent of dancers in Spain.
The flow of Italians to France began with Charles VIII who, according to Prunières, was more impressed by Italian festivities than by the wine
or weather.33 Even when Milan fell under Spanish rule, France continued
to be the primary market for her rich troves of ballerini.34 Negri names
five Milanese serving the French, the poet Lomazzo includes several others, and at least eight others surface in modern literature, but there are few
30Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 8. He refers to “molte e molte cose, che sommamente gli
gustarono.” The relatively large number of manuals instructing in the gagliarda attests to its
popularity. In the middle of the century, Lutio Compasso published his Ballo della gagliarda
(Florence, 1560; facsimile, Freiburg, “fa-gisis” Musik- und Tanzedition, 1995, with introduction by Barbara Sparti), which contains 150 gagliarda variations; Prospero Lutij published his Opera bellissima nella quale si contengono molte partite et passeggi di gagliarda …
(Perugia: Orlando, 1587 and 1589); at the end of the century, Livio Lupi published his
Mutanze di gagliarda, tordiglione, passo è mezzo, canari… (Palermo: Carrara, 1600), republished with the title Libro di gagliarda, tordiligone, passo è mezzo, canari… (1607).
31Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 5. Lampugnano was living in Milan in 1582, listed in the
parish census or Stati delle anime as a resident of the parish of S. Tecla. Terranova was governor from 1583 to 1592. Archivio Storico Diocesano di Milano (hereafter ASDMi) DSA
82, 1582, S. Tecla. Lampugnano had performed with Negri and another dancing master,
Martino da Asso (possibly the “senza naso Martin” of Lomazzo’s poem) on 11 August
1574, before the returning King Henry of France who rewarded them with “molte belle cose.”
This performance was at the request of the Spanish governor who may have found Lampugnano’s skills such that he wished his master, Philip II, to enjoy them. For more information
on Henry’s visit in Milanese territory (he did not enter Milan itself), see Bonner Mitchell,
The Majesty of the State: Triumphal Progresses of Foreign Sovereigns in Renaissance Italy
(1494–1600) (Florence: Olschki, 1986), 124.
32Although he received stipends and gifts from Charles V and Philip II, and Negri
writes that he “sia stato caro” to them, it is not established that Legnano danced for Charles
V and Philip II outside of Italy; Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 2.
33“Les rudes compagnons de Charles VIII et de Louis XII chevauchèrent à travers
l’Italie sans rien voir des merveilles qui s’offraient à leurs regards indifférents. Ils regrettaient
la France, trouvant le temps chaud et le vin aigre…. Seule, la magnificence des fêtes données
en leur honneur exerça sur eux quelque attrait,” Henri Prunières, L’Opéra italien en France
avant Lulli (1913; repr. Paris: H. Champion, 1975), xiii–xiv.
34The migration of Italians into France in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and
related issues of anti-Italianism, both then and in subsequent historiographic moments, have
XXX
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details as to the specific activities in which they were employed or, usually,
the part of Italy from which they hailed.35 Virgilio Bracesco and Giovanni
Francesco Giera were among the most successful of the Italian dancers.36
Bracesco served Henry II of France as well as his son Francis II and
accompanied the French princess Elizabeth to her new husband Philip II.
He married in France in 1566, was made valet de chambre of the duke of
Orléans in 1585, and completed his career in the service of the French
court. Although Negri does not claim Bracesco as a disciple of either himself or of his master, as a Milanese, it is probable that Bracesco’s approach
to dancing and instruction was not unlike theirs. Giovanni Francesco
Giera, a disciple of Negri himself, served Henry III for twenty years, both
while he was king of Poland and later when he assumed the crown of
France Giera remainied in France, apparently well recompensed, for the
rest of his life.
Lomazzo’s poem gives precedence to Negri’s teacher Pompeo Diabono—Tra molta gente que danzando giva, Vidi il raro Pompeo Diobone.37
Diabono was one of a “bande de violiniste,” taken by the marshal de Brissac to France in 1554.38 Diabono enjoyed a long and well-rewarded stay
at the court of Henry II and Catherine de’ Medici, charged by Henry with
the “physical and social education of his son Charles, and paid both as ballerino and as valet de chambre.”39 Named maître à danser by Henry III,40
35

provided an enduring theme in French political, social, and cultural accounts. See Dubost,
La France italienne, “La Haine,” 307–29; and Picot, Italiens en France, “Pour et contre
l’influence italienne en France au XVIe siècle,” 2–32 of appendix.
35While many of the dancers’ names are lost or at least, without the opportunity for
French archival research, I have not found them, the presence in France of at least twenty
Italian dancing masters is documented. Negri’s list of Milanese dancers includes Virgilio
Bracesco, Giovanni Francesco Giera, Giovanni Ambrosio Valchiera, and Pompeo Diabono,
in Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 3–5. Negri also mentions Lodovico Palvello, but does not tell
whether he was from Milan. Lomazzo mentions Diobono, Valchiera, Padvello [Palvello?],
Girolamo, Gallino, Martin, and “il trombone” (presumably Negri); Picot includes Bracesco,
Giampietro Gallina [Gallino] de Milan, Pietro Bozzone, Beaujoyeulx, Marcantonio, Julien
Le Maistre, Giacomo Mario, Pompeo Dichon or Diccioni [could this be Diabono? see note
40], and Negri. Finally, Dubost cites Diabono, Gallin[o], Beaujoyeulx, Francisque La Serre,
and Bernard Teton.
36Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 3–5.
37“Di Pompeo Diobono,” in Rime di Gio. Paolo Lomazzo, “Libro terzo dei grottesche,” 167.
38Prunières, L’Opéra italien, xv.
39Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 3.
40Dubost, La France italienne, 449. Diabono is not mentioned in Picot, but it is possible that a Pompeo Dichon or Diccioni, working for the court in 1560, could be identified
with Diabono. The name Diabono is one rendering; Diobono and Diobone are sufficiently
similar to raise no comment; the family is also identified as Aboni or Abboni. Picot does not
identify the source of his information on Dichon/Diccioni. According to Negri, Diobono
received 200 francs as ballerino, 260 francs as valet de chambre, 1000 francs in pension, and
160 francs for clothing; Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 3.
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Diabono apparently served in France for the remainder of his life,
although recently discovered documents suggest that he maintained his
ties with Milan, perhaps even leaving his family in Lombardy while he provided for them from France.41
When Diabono went to France, he left a flourishing school that produced performers, choreographers, and teachers of dancing and of fencing
in Milan and other Italian cities.42 Negri, then about eighteen, took over
his master’s school and became the leading dancing master in Milan. He
danced or presented his students as dancers for dignitaries and he composed dances for state festivals.43 Although he never claimed to have
served any prince outside Italy, according to Emile Picot, Negri himself
was in France in 1579.44 It seems unlikely that Negri would fail to mention any honor or honorable service, and no other modern scholar has
mentioned this possibility. It could be, however, that Negri, writing in
1602 and dedicating his treatise to Philip III of Spain, felt it impolitic to
mention service to the French king. There is a gap in his autobiography
between 1574, when he entertained Henry III in Milan on his return
from Poland, and 1582 when he performed at Vercelli for the duke of
Savoy.45 In 1576 Negri and his family shared a house with five other families. By 1587 the family lived in a house that bore the name by which he

41He visited his Milanese relatives in 1583. Archivio di Stato di Milano (hereafter
ASMi), Famiglie, busta 1, Abboni. In this letter, he asks permission to return to France and
continue his service in order to receive his stipend of 700 francs. See my paper, “At Home in
the ‘Casa del Trombone’: A Social-Historical View of Sixteenth-Century Milanese Dancing
Masters,” in Proceedings of the Society of Dance History Scholars (1997): 203–16, esp. 212–13,
n. 16. In 1608 his wife or widow, Lucrezia Visconti, acted on behalf of their sons Francesco
and Carlo in a proceeding of the Milanese Vicario & Conservatori dei Patrimonio over property taxes. The property under discussion in 1608 was in the Commune of Cusago, Pieve di
Cessano. Archivio Storico di Commune di Milano (hereafter ASCMi), Famiglie, busta 611,
Diabona (note alternative spelling of Diabono, used in this archive).
42According to Negri, Diobono’s disciples included Martino da Asso; Giovanni Battista
Varade, also known as “Il Cibre,” a noted teacher of fencing as well as dancing; and Pietro
Francesco Rombello; Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 4–5.
43Even in the following century, chronicles of the Milanese nobility continued to
record the names of those members who had performed in his compositions in mascarades
and intermedii. See Felice Calvi, Famiglie notabili Milanese; Cenni storici e genealogici raccolti dai Signori Fausto Baggatti-Valescchi, Felice Calvi, Luigi Agostini Casati, Damiano
Muoni, Leopoldo Pulle (Milan: Vallardi, 1875–1885), in which the genealogical charts
include, along with lists of civic and military honors, participation in events composed by
Negri: Anna Moroni is desribed as one of the dancers listed by Negri; Paola Antonia Moroni
danced in the festivities organized by Negri for Margherita d’Austria in 1598, as did her
sister-in-law Giulia Visconti Moroni; and Fabrizio Melzi, dressed Hungarian-style, danced in
the first quadrille.
44Picot, Italiens en France, 253 and notes 1 and 2. Under note 1, Picot cites “Notes
manuscrites de feu M. le baron J. Pichon, 5:31.” Under note 2, he cites Negri. In his autobiographical statements, Negri recalls that, under the patronage of the duke of Terranova, he
traveled as far as Malta, Saragossa, and Naples; Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 7.
45Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 11–12.
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was commonly known, the “Casa del Trombone.”46 Perhaps Negri helped
the new French king to celebrate his coronation and the acquisition of this
house, of which no notarial records have yet been unearthed, could be the
result of gifts received in France. The possibility that Negri did serve in
France is far from proven but there is some support: in his poem,
Lomazzo includes “il Trombon” among the Italians in France, a clear reference to Negri’s sobriquet.47
Although neither Lomazzo nor Negri mentions him, in addition to
Diabono, the group taken by de Brissac included Baldassare Belgioioso,
surely the most influential of these northern Italian dancing masters in
France. Picot writes that Belgioioso “was not slow to conquer the favors
of the court,” and quickly added the post of valet de chambre to his duties
as violiniste de la chambre.48 He served Henry II, his widow Catherine de’
Medici, and all of Henry and Catherine’s sons as well as Mary Stuart when
she was queen. Known in France as Beaujoyeulx, he made his reputation
through his ability to produce the sumptuous entertainments that
adorned the last quarter century of the Valois court. His best-known
work, the 1581 “Balet Comique de la Royne,” is considered the prototypical ballet de cour, the form that became a staple of the French courts.49
Subsequent literature often refers to Belgioioso as Piemontese, rather than
Milanese, but his professional association with Diabono should be remembered and the town of Belgioioso is in Lombardy.
Although the majority of migrating dancers may have found their way
to France, other courts also attracted the Milanese. Negri’s students
served the duke of Lorraine;50 grand princes of Flanders;51 the grand
duke of Poland;52 the archbishop of Cologne, brother to the duke of
46 On the title page of Le gratie d’amore, Negri’s name is given as “Cesare Negri
Milanese, detto il Trombone, Professore di Ballare” and under his portrait in the same book, he
is again referred to as “Cesare Negri detto il Trombone.” In Lomazzo’s poem, he is alluded to
as “il Trombon.” Another sign of his rising economic status is that in 1582 Negri was able to
employ a wet nurse, relatively rare in Milanese households at this time. See my paper, “At
Home in the ‘Casa del Trombone,’” esp. 206.
47Since writing this article, I have found documentation that firmly establishes Negri’s
service in France. See Jacqueline Boucher, Société des mentalités autour de Henri III (Lille:
Atelier reproduction des thèses, Université de Lille IIII, 1981), 1:211–12. I would like to
thank Professor Margaret M. McGowan for bringing this to my attention.
48According to Picot, Giacomo Mario was also with this group of violinists brought by
de Brissac, but he does not say whether this man was a dancer as well as musician, Picot, Italiens en France, 251–52.
49The ballet de cour was close to Italian intermedii in its use of geometric symmetry and
mythological characters, influenced by balletti, mascarades, pastorals, and ultimately depending on music, verse, and dance to create a unified entertainment. When Catherine de’ Medici
entertained the Polish ambassadors who had come to invite her son, Henry, the duke of
Anjou, to be their king, it was Belgioioso who created the “Ballet of the Provinces of France.”
50Claudio Pozzo; Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 6.
51Cesare Agosto Parmegiano; Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 6.
52Gio. Ambrogio Landriano, also known as “Mazzacastroni”; Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 5.
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Bavaria; 53 and the emperor Rudolf.54 At the Prague court, another
Milanese artist, not a dancing master himself, but the painter Giuseppe
Arcimboldo organized festivities.55 As boys, both the future Emperor
Rudolf and his brother Ernest were sent to Spain, where they were tutored
in dancing—perhaps by an Italian—and, in their trips between Vienna and
Madrid, had enjoyed entertainments staged in Milan.56 Rudolf and Ernest
participated in dancing; surely their training was in the Lombardic style
that had become the noble dance style throughout Europe.
CONCLUSION
The wide diffusion of Milanese-trained dancing masters is not surprising.
In increasingly centralized courts, dancers served extensive and essential
professional functions. Some simply performed for entertainment or organized festivities. Others were employed as governors or tutors to “civilize”
young princes and courtiers. As courtliness became more complex and festivities more elaborate, the duties of the dancing masters expanded and
made them indispensable fixtures of every court.
My contention that in the fifteenth century Milan was already a leader
in il ballo nobile finds support in the contemporary approbation of the
dancing of Milanese—Galeazzo Maria in Florence, Ippolita Sforza in
Naples—and the fifteenth-century traffic in dancing masters versed in
Domenico’s il ballare lombardo. In the following century, the superiority
of Milanese dancing masters and their diffusion throughout Europe demonstrate that terpsichorean leadership continued to form an essential component of Milanese cultural wealth.
Why should it be that Italian, and particularly Milanese dancing masters were held in high esteem throughout European courts? A careful
investigation into the reasons, while beyond the scope of this paper, will
both bring to bear the influence of diplomatic and political history on cultural practices and seek to examine the etiological role of the individual in
social and cultural change. My comments here are but a sketch of a subject

53Gio. Stefano Martinello; Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 5.
54Carlo Beccaria taught both dancing and vaulting on horseback

to Rudolf’s courtiers
and to those of Duke Ernest; Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 6.
55These included the 1570 Carnival, a 1571 wedding at which both Maximilian and
Rudolf performed, the coronation celebration of 1575, and the presentation of the Order of
the Golden Fleece to Rudolf in 1585; Eliska Fucikova, “Prague Castle under Rudolf II, His
Predecessors and Successors, 1530–1648,” in Rudolf II and Prague: The Court and the City,
ed. Eliska Fucikova, James M. Bradburne, Beket Bukovinska, Jaroslava Hausenblasova, Lumomir Konecny, Ivan Muchka, and Michal Sronek (Thames and Hudson: Prague Castle
Administration, 1997), 8–9, 19.
56Fucikova, “Prague Castle,”13–14. Negri taught the princes on their way to Spain;
Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 7; and performed for them in 1571; Negri, Le gratie d’amore, 8.
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that deserves fuller treatment. A preliminary consideration suggests four
possible lines of influence.
First is the existence of a supranational “family” of princely relations,
holding more in common with one another than with their subjects. This
relationship derived from the commonality of their experiences as members of ruling or elite families as well as generations of intermarriage.
Princes and the leaders of their courts were part of a social stratum which
was conscious of social, artistic, and cultural styles and practices throughout Europe. Northern Europeans and Spaniards had often traveled to
(and from) Italian courts and been entertained there. For example, the
dancing known to an Italian princess such as Valentina Visconti, married
to the duke of Orleans, would be recognized and appreciated in France.
Her father’s first wife was the French princess (and Valentina’s aunt) Isabella. In the sixteenth century, his descendants married into the ruling
houses of Denmark, Poland, France, Germany, and Poland. These are but
a few of the many examples of the complex genealogical ties which studies
of any Italian house demonstrate.
Second, diplomatic, political, and military events of the late fifteenth
century and first half of the sixteenth brought French and Spanish influence to bear on Italy with a reciprocal influence of the Italians on those
who governed them. Italians were well versed in the role of the arts in
fashioning a court and in shaping spectacle to diplomatic and political
ends. In the period of Spanish rule, governors understood well and utilized the artistic capabilities of Milan, as the examples from Negri’s career
demonstrate. Often governors would send exemplary dancers back to
their king in Spain. In fact, the flow of Italians to both Spain and France
could be seen as a kind of “plunder” of some of the finest artist-subjects of
a conquered realm.
And, of course, artists do flock to the centers of power where they may
best express their talent. As the cases of Leonardo and Cellini in France
suggest, artists themselves were undoubtedly anxious to find places in
courts that could support and appreciate them and their skills. The habit
of using entertainment for political and diplomatic purposes was well
established in Italy, but the money for festivities must have been more
ample in France, and probably in Spain.
Finally, “Why Italian dancers?” raises Burckhardtian questions parallel
to those one might ask concerning Italian painters and sculptors. What is
reputation? What part do talent and training play? The presence of many
courts, each recognizing the power of artistic and theatrical display and
taking festive responsibilities seriously, encouraged the development of an
expanded pool of artists of all media—musicians, painters, dancers, dramatists. Beyond mere market competition, the presence of many dancers, or
artists of any medium, can promote a creative ferment that inspires and
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energizes, and bears on the quality of performance. And the presence of
one or two “Lombard” dancers in a foreign court must have paved the
way for others from that region. Here reputation and recommendation
become factors. It would seem that Italy was producing dancers able to
meet the needs of courts throughout Europe and that at those courts, the
reputation of Italians was already established, both by the experiences of
the princes and their families in their travels and perhaps their own origins
and by the existing presence of Italian dancers who maintained ties with
their Italian peers. The factors that made Italy, and particularly Milan, a
center of political, military, and diplomatic significance created paths for
Lombard dancers and their style of dancing to travel beyond the confines
of Italy.
Sources are, as always, both blessing and hindrance for the historian.
The fact that the most detailed primary materials for both the fifteenth and
the sixteenth century offer a view of Milanese dance practices and nothing
comparable for any other part of Italy, may skew the picture to the north.
But this is more than a limitation; it reminds us that dance was taken seriously by the Milanese, both during Sforza and Spanish rule. Certainly
manuals offer but a refracted, perhaps idealized view of dancing, but they
do describe, in language that can be interpreted, otherwise lost experience
of a valued art form.57 Contemporary observers were often humanists
and, like the scholars of today, more sensitive to the written word on a triumphal arch than to choreographic expression in the ballroom. And, in
spite of Trissino’s admiration for dances almost a century old, it really is
difficult to appreciate dances of yesterday. The constant evolution of physical possibilities and aesthetic response means that fashion in dance is as
quick to become dated and forgettable as fashion in clothing. But, unlike
clothing, the performance of dance leaves no artifacts. Unavoidably, the
manuals are privileged as a source of information on dancing. And only
Milanese dancing is represented in written form for both fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Giovanni Mario Filelfo spoke for us as well as his contemporaries when he wrote of Guglielmo Ebreo’s treatise, “quasi un
tesoro.”58 I would add of the Lombardic contribution to the noble dance
styles that swept European courts, veramente un tesoro. A treasure and, for
the region, a valuable and exportable resource.

57I cannot address in this paper the issues of interpretation and reconstruction. Of
course, dance manuals are not the only written materials that resist translation, and the
reconstructor of early dance, like any translator or interpreter, faces a wide range of issues,
including individual background, training, and subjectivity.
58Pontremoli and La Rocca, Il ballare lombardo, 53.
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APPENDIX
The letter from Guglielmo to Bianca Maria Sforza was published by E.
Motta in his Archivio storico lombardo 4 series, “Musici alla corte degli
Sforza” [Milan, 1887; reprinted in Musici alla corte degli Sforza; Richerche
e documenti milanesi (Geneva: Minkoff, 1977)], 61–63. The original is no
longer to be found in the Archivio Storico di Milano, Potenze Sovrane,
Ippolita Sforza. As transcribed by Motta, the letter reads:
Yhesus.
Ill.ma et excell.ma domina mi post recomandationem etc.
Io credo che la Sig.ria Vostra debia sapere como yo sto cum la maystà
de Re perchè ipso mandò ala Sig.ria messere Alessandro che yo duvesse
venire ad imparare madopna Lionora sua figlia e ancho madopna Biatrice
alo ballare lombardo li quali yo lo facto maestre che la Maestà de Re non
ave altro piacere se non vederle ballare donde yo volia venire ala S.V. per
predicare et notificare le vertu de quiste vostre figlioli et may non o possuto aver licencia de la Maestà de Re benchè yo credo che la S. Vostra ey
(è) informata de tucto.
Ben credeva de venirve a notificare delle vertù de la duchessa de Calabria vostra figliola che non se porria scrivere nè contare nè carta nè
inchiostro non bastaria a scrivere le vertù de la vostra Excellent.ma figliola, la quale tucte le bande de quà ne predica de la sua vertù et de la
umanità sua. Massimamente notifico alla S. V.a che nello danzare ey (è)
multo appropiata che ave facto duy balli novj supra duy canzuni francese
de sua fantasia che la Maestà de Re non ave altro piacere nè altro paradiso
non pare che trove se non quando la vede danzare e anche canthare. Et
quando la Maestà de Re vole fare honore a qualche gran Signore o
qualche gran Maestro de fà danzare et cantare secretamente sichè non
pare che la Maestà de Re e anche lo Signor Duca habia altro occhi in testa
che la duchessa de Calabria et questo lo dico che yo me ze trovo ad omne
hora a simele festa, vero che da pò che trapassao la benedicta anima nuy
ne semo un può retenute. Et ancho yo so (n) appresso, sempre appresso
del loro a piacevelizare et ballare benchè yo credeva de venire in persona
a parlare cum Ill.ma Sig.ra Vostra, ma la Maestà de (l) Re et madopnna
Lionora no me anno voluto dare may licencia. Non altro per lla (?) proxima, sempre me aricomanto ala Ill.ma Sig.ria V.a donde per questo sempre
stamo ad adorare dio, tanto yo quanto madopnna Lionora de vedere
quello dì che vengamo a Milano.
Ex Neapolj die XV mensis Julij, XIIIJ Indictione,
lo vostro figliolo Johanne
Ambroso da Pesaro ballarino etc.

